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Valmet UK operations
 The operations in the UK consists
of the following units:
– Darwen (approximately 60 employees)
 The field services, sales, power and
Engineering operations
 The Yankee-tissue operations
– Haslingden (approximately 40
employees)
 Roll workshop
– Partington (approximately 45
employees)
 Mill maintenance outsourcing
– Basingstoke (approximately 25
employees)
 Valmet Automation
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Darwen
Partington
Haslingden

Basingstoke

Key elements of Valmet
maintenance agreement
business

Benefits for our customers business
Improved production
efficiency and endproduct quality,
more saleable
tons

Better
revenue

Reduced
life-cycle
costs

Freed
assets

Smaller
risks

Less capital
tied to spare
part stock, optimum
use of fixed assets
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Lower maintenance,
energy, process
consumable costs

Improved safety
and predictability of
production and costs, meeting
environmental requirements
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Mill maintenance outsourcing
Co-operation concept
Customer
• No in-house maintenance personnel
• Production personnel perform contractually
agreed preventive maintenance tasks

• Low and sustainable maintenance cost level
• Focus on process upkeep and efficiency

One contract

Common targets

Valmet

6

Full maintenance responsibility
• Preventive maintenance
• Daily maintenance and shutdowns
• Spare parts management

Development focus
• Personnel skills and working methods
• Preventive maintenance and equipment
lifecycle
• Effective use of information systems

Valmet special services
• Roll maintenance
• Specialist knowledge and services
• Process development support

Other suppliers
• Supplier network management
• Cost-effective long-term cooperation
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Combining best practices

 Flexible use of all maintenance
methods
 Best practices are chosen according
to the criticality analysis

Performance
management

Predictive
maintenance
Preventive
maintenance
Corrective
maintenance
“Change the bulb
when it’s broken”
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“Change the
bulb according
to planned
schedule”
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“Change the
bulb based on
measured
condition”

“Combined
financial and
technical
measures define
the time to
change the
bulb”

Maintenance efficiency over time
Performance management compared to traditional concept
Maintenance
Hours / ton
Traditional maintenance
concept

• Higher costs
• More corrective maintenance
• Lower technical availability

Valmet maintenance concept

• Long-term cost optimization
• Fewer failures and repairs
• Highest efficiency and quality

Years
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Different tailor-made agreement levels available
Partnership Agreement
 Valmet site presence &
Maintenance Outsourcing (asset
management)
 Common development programs

Performance Agreement
 Guaranteed savings & value
creation thru continuous
improvement

Service Agreement

 Global benchmarking

 Remote support
 Bonus/Penalty option
 Performance development based
on Key Performance Indicators

 Access to Valmet global resources
 Best practices & Training
 Volume credit reward program
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Value of long-term agreements to Valmet

• Stable and predictable
business volume
• Additional sales to agreement
customer sites
• Low investment needs

• Deepening of the customer
relationship
• Deeper understanding of
customer maintenance drivers
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Pricing and revenue
recognition

Revenue recognition in long-term agreements
General way of treating long-term agreements
 Contract period is typically depending on the
scope anywhere between 1–6 years, MMO
minimum 3 years
 Orders booked for the next 6–12 months and
updated monthly

 Revenue is recognized monthly

This is the general way of treating long-term
agreements in Valmet, but as the nature of
agreements may vary, some agreements
might be treated differently
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Market information

Valmet maintenance outsourcing locations

Kauttua
(Nippon Paper)
Niagara Falls
(Greenpac)
Partington
(Saica)

Plattling
(UPM)

Zaragoza
(Saica)
Sydney
(Orora)
Ortigueira
(Klabin)
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Maryvale
(Australian Paper)

Total market for outsourced maintenance market
EUR ~500 million
Valmet’s market share in line with total
Services business market share
Examples of top companies

• Global presence
• Strong credible brand
• Broad offering

Global OEM
competitors

• Global/regional presence
• Focus on OEM independent maintenance products

Global Maintenance
outsourcing

• Regional presence
• Limited offering
• Strong relationships to customers

Local

• Selected strong global niche positions
• Limited offering

Global OEM special
service agreements

• Strong in maintenance competitiveness
• Customer maintenance strategy dependent

Incorporated
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Summary
Value proposition to customer
Improved production
efficiency and endproduct quality,
more saleable
tons

Lower maintenance,
energy, process
consumable costs

Better
revenue

Freed
assets
Less capital tied
to spare part stock,
optimum use of
fixed assets
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Reduced
life-cycle
costs

Smaller
risks

Improved
safety and
predictability of
production and costs,
meeting environmental
requirements
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Value to Valmet
• Stable business volume

• Additional sales
• Low investment needs
• Customer relationship
and understanding

Important notice
It should be noted that certain statements herein which are not historical facts, including, without
limitation, those regarding expectations for general economic development and the market situation,
expectations for growth, profitability and investment willingness, expectations for company development,
growth and profitability and the realization of synergy benefits and cost savings, and statements
preceded by “anticipates”, “believes”, ”estimates”, “expects”, ”foresees” or similar expressions, are
forward-looking statements. Since these statements are based on current decisions and plans, estimates
and projections, they involve risks and uncertainties which may cause the actual results to materially
differ from the results currently expressed. Such factors include, but are not limited to:
1) general economic conditions, including fluctuations in exchange rates and interest levels which
influence the operating environment and profitability of customers of the company or economic growth in
the company’s principal geographic markets.
2) industry conditions, intensity of competition situation, especially potential introduction of significant
technological solutions developed by competitors, financial condition of the customers and the
competitors of the company,
3) the company’s own operating factors, such as the success of production, product development and
project management and the efficiencies therein including continuous development and improvement
4) the success of pending and future acquisitions and restructuring.
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Valmet
Key Account
Management
Committed to moving our customers’
performance forward
Sanna Röyskö
Sales Director, EMEA
June 14, 2016

Valmet’s Way Forward
Our Vision
Our Must-Wins

Our Mission
Converting renewable
resources into sustainable
results

Our Strategy

 Customer excellence

Valmet develops and
supplies competitive
technology and services to
the pulp, paper and energy
industries.

 Excellence in
processes

We are committed to
moving our customers’
performance forward.

Must-Wins are our way to implement our
strategy and cascade it to operational
level actions throughout the organization
2
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 Leader in technology
and innovation

 Winning team

To become the global
champion in serving our
customers

Key Must-Win objectives to achieve our strategic
goals
Must-Wins
Customer
excellence

Leader in
technology and
innovation
Excellence
in processes

Winning
team
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Must-Win implementation objectives for 2016
•
•
•
•

Strengthen our presence close to customers and growth markets
Strengthen Key Account Management to serve customers with our full offering
Provide customer benefits by combining process technology, automation and services
Develop Valmet service concept, remote services and drive growth through service agreements

• Improve product cost competitiveness to increase gross profit and reduce customer investment
and operational costs
• Develop new products and technologies to create new revenue

•
•
•
•
•

Sales and project management process to improve product margin
Implement Lean to reduce quality costs and lead times
Save in procurement and ensure sustainable supply chain
Improve health and safety
Continue to improve cost competitiveness

• Nurture shared values
• Drive high performance
• Continue globalization of our capabilities
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Technology leader with unique offering
Acquisition of Automation strengthened Valmet’s offering
Cost-competitive, focused
solutions in Paper
• 10 OptiConcept M
machines sold
• 6 Advantage NTT
machines sold

Leading the field

Complete pulp mill delivery
capability
• State-of-the-art technology for
all types of
pulps

Comprehensive offering for
energy customers
• Solutions for
demanding fuels

A forerunner
in Industrial
Internet

• New service concepts
• Constant flow of spearhead
products

• Serving our customers with
intelligent technology, automation
and services locally and remotely

• Fit-for-purpose product offering
• Integration with customer operations
Customer

• Enhancing mobility and introducing
even more advanced automation
technologies and embedded
diagnostics

Strong focus on customer benefits
4
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Global key account management
structures in place

5

Several global
key accounts

• Selection based on Valmet installed base,
business potential and strategic
importance

Team nominated
for all key
accounts

• Corporate account manager
• Executive Sponsor
• Mill Sales Managers for each mill

Clear roles and
responsibilities

• Roles and responsibilities agreed
• Follow up by area

Tailored
but structured

• Tailored approach for each company
• Common basic structures
• CRM tools for follow up and planning
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Key account management
targets long-term business relationship
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Target

• Long term business relationship
‘win-win’

One main contact
person for all
levels

• Corporate account manager and
Executive Sponsor at HQ level
• Mill Sales Managers at mill level

Understanding
customer’s
business

• Understanding customer’s strategy and
main business drivers, way-to-operate,
future plans and projects, as well as
technological needs

Measuring
performance

• Customer perception studies
• Common review of results
and actions agreed
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Key account management with full offering
to move customer’s performance forward
Serving with full
Valmet offering
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• Introducing Valmet offering and
capabilities to serve with full scope

Benchmarking

• Benchmarking with different mills

Supporting
investment
projects

• Early contribution to new investment
projects
• Frame contracts and contract appendixes

Access to latest
technology and
innovations

• Regular updates on new technology,
products and services to meet our
customers’ needs
• Joint RTD projects
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Agility through Sales
Leveraging Valmet’s competitive advantages on global and local level
Unique offering to customer’s needs: process
technology, automation and services

Global resources,
local presence

Largest installed base
in P&P industry

Shared Journey
Forward introduction
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Mill team
improvement program
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Agility through sales
and sales process
training

Important notice
It should be noted that certain statements herein which are not historical facts, including, without
limitation, those regarding expectations for general economic development and the market situation,
expectations for growth, profitability and investment willingness, expectations for company development,
growth and profitability and the realization of synergy benefits and cost savings, and statements
preceded by “anticipates”, “believes”, ”estimates”, “expects”, ”foresees” or similar expressions, are
forward-looking statements. Since these statements are based on current decisions and plans, estimates
and projections, they involve risks and uncertainties which may cause the actual results to materially
differ from the results currently expressed. Such factors include, but are not limited to:
1) general economic conditions, including fluctuations in exchange rates and interest levels which
influence the operating environment and profitability of customers of the company or economic growth in
the company’s principal geographic markets.
2) industry conditions, intensity of competition situation, especially potential introduction of significant
technological solutions developed by competitors, financial condition of the customers and the
competitors of the company,
3) the company’s own operating factors, such as the success of production, product development and
project management and the efficiencies therein including continuous development and improvement
4) the success of pending and future acquisitions and restructuring.
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